
Dimensions: Charging case: TBCmm (L) xTBCmm (W) x TBCmm (H) 

Battery3:
Each earphone: 45 mAh

Charging case: 400 mAh

Play time1:
Earbuds: Up to five hours with one charge (ANC On)

Charging case: Up to four extra charges

Total play time: Up to 25 hours (ANC On)

Features:
13mm drivers |Noise reduction level: 25-28dB |Use either 
earbuds as mono headset |Touch control

Audio 

specification:

Bluetooth® 5.0
Transmission distance: Up to 10m

Connectivity: USB Type-C

Compatibility: Any Bluetooth® audio capable device

Other:
IPX5 (for earbuds) | Auto-connect when opening the lid | 
Google Assistant support

Colours: 
1 Earbuds playtime is up to 5 hours on one charge. Fully-charged case charges earbuds up to 4 
times which makes the total playtime of up to 25 hours. 2 All specifications, features and other 
product information provided are subject to change without notice. 3 Battery has limited 
recharge cycles and battery capacity reduces over time. Eventually the battery may need to be 
replaced. 

HMD Global Oy is the exclusive licensee of the Nokia brand for phones & tablets. Nokia is a 
registered trademark of Nokia Corporation. Google Assistant and other related marks and logos 
are trademarks of Google LLC.  Variations on offering may apply. Check local availability.

Polar Sea Charcoal

Key features: Key specifications:2

Nokia Noise Cancelling Earbuds sales package includes:

• Nokia Noise Cancelling Earbuds

• Three pairs of ear tips (S, M, L)

• Charging case

• USB Type-C cable

• Quick start guide

With active noise cancelling of up to 25Db you’ll be able to focus on the 
sound you want. Enjoy up to 25 hours of noise cancelling playtime1 on a 
single charge and use Ambient mode to regulate the noise to your needs. 
Google Assistant™ is there when you want to skip to the good playlist and 
the IPX5 rating makes them moisture and dirt resistant. 

Zone out anywhere.
These earbuds actively cancel noise up to 25Db. This is on par with 
commercial hearing protectors, so even if you’re not listening to any audio, 
you can use the Nokia Noise Cancelling Earbuds to block out the sound of 
the table next to you.

Enjoy the sound of silence for even longer.

With Active Noise Cancelling, you can get lost in your own world for up to 
five hours on single charge. Add four extra charges with the pocket-sized 
charging case for additional 25 hours1. 

Not all noise should be cancelled.

Enjoy every note and beat with studio quality sound, without background
noise. Ambient mode can also help you hear the world around you when
you need it. 

Easy listening.

Enjoy an automatic connection to your devices as you open the charging
case, so you can get to your favourite music, or voice assistant, faster.

IPX5 water and dirt resistant.

Fancy a trail run in the rain? The IPX5 rating will give you peace of mind
from dirt and moisture, like rain or sweat.

Nokia Noise
Cancelling Earbuds 

Zone out anywhere.


